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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! If you've ever watched an episode of House hunters, you know how built-in can make a first-time home buyer squeal (on a scale of one walk in closets, they're probably about seven). And we fully
understand how it would be possible to go star-eyed over a wall of bookcases. There's just something about their neat finished look, sturdy structure, and decorative details that make the swoon-worthy. But of course, like most things on our ever list, they're not exactly cheap to install. However, as many ingenious decor
bloggers have demonstrated when there will be - and IKEA - there is a more affordable way. IKEA furniture is known for its hacking. Parts are usually inexpensive, and the fact that they come in a million pieces is actually a plus when you're trying to customize something for a particular space. Often, with a small finish, a
few extra nails, and a creative eye for design, you can turn what is an otherwise wobbly bookcase or dresser into a beautiful built-in block. Thinking that you could solve this project in your own home? Draw inspiration from these impressive projects: 1. Bold bookcases Just Girl This Ocean-Blue Wall unit, brought to life by
Chris on Just a Girl, is much more than the sum of its parts (just four BILLY bookcases). Read more here. Keeping Seat I Heart Organization Jen at I Heart Organization solved its problem of storing the playroom by flipping through two snug shelves on their sides and topping them with seating cushions. Read more here.
Reading Corner Rambling Renovators Jennifer at Rambling Repairers took chunks from IKEA's PAX closet line and turned a bare wall into a cozy window seat surrounded by extra storage space. See more here4. The wonderful library makerista Laura bookcase installation, housed on Makerista, received a regal treat
with a beautiful finish and even a sliding staircase. Read more here. Hutch Heights Young House Love Sherry and John in Young House Love are prepared for the arrival of their new baby, morphing a pair of raw dressers into something much cooler (and above!). Read more here TELL USA: Would you try one of these
impressive projects? More DIY Decor: Transform Your Space with Statement Solutions Accent Wall's 11 Stairs, which are a big step-up 10 Super-Fun Things for Creative Kids' Rooms This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Tuesday afternoon in Brooklyn, a huge attic in an industrial building is abuzz with activity. In one corner, the canvases are being stretched and spray painted, while in the other, someone folds up laying cardboard boxes. In the center of the room, a
team of artists in aprons paint, fall, smear and scrape thick latex paint on canvases in what looks like an art world version of the assembly line. This is Andy Blank, a new art company that equals parts of Banksy and Ikea. Like Banksy, the elusive British street artist, Andy Blank is a pseudonym. Unlike Banksy (what we
know), the name doesn't apply to just one person: Andy Blank, its founder says Dom Beautiful, is not only its founder - it's a collective name for artists and other employees of this unique art business. Andy Blank was started by an anonymous founder after years spent in the art world in various possibilities: I hung up art,
sold art, made art, all around art, he told me during a visit to the factory this summer. I enjoyed it all and it's kind of cumulative all. His goal was to fill what he saw as a hole in the market in a whole new way. You get people with a $200 budget to walk into a gallery and put it raw, it's a waste of time, says the founder. They
can't buy anything. It's like: Here's a pencil. Thus, Andy Blanc's mission is to create art that is accessible to all - all his works sell for less than $200, but still carries a sense of originality. All works are created in moderate editions and are released seasonally to take place for new collections. When I started, I looked at our
competitors, he explains, as he walks me around the warehouse. So much is a printed canvas, a drop shipped from China. Nothing thought-provoking, no depth. So it was one of the first motivators to go. And then we found pieces that people like, colors, style, texture. Andy Blank creates works in photography, paint and
3D materials such as latex, all from his warehouse in Brooklyn. The headquarters should be a mixture of paint shop, manufacturer, shipping company, says the founder. All items are created, packaged, photographed on andy designs sets, and comes in custom boxes with Andy Blank's signature installation accessories
(all to make the art of buying and footing the process as easy as possible). It is centralization that allows company employees, who range from trained artists to former chefs, to constantly experiment with new materials. Everything we have, we can create here, explains the founder. We have to have full creative control.
We want to be an artist and a business. On the day of my visit, experiments in tie-dye hang around the space. I just got off the back of a play with such a big tie dye, explains the founder. I was obsessed with tie dye. Last time I did it, I about 10, so we were like, its, let's make some tie dye. And we just got everyone
together. We released one and it did very well. How often do you see a tie dye in the frame? What's what the concept is the perfect metaphor for the company. We wanted to keep him from being intimidated, easy to understand, and make it super simple, says the founder as he falls on the couch on the office side of the
studio. We want you to be able to just throw your artwork on the wall. This content is imported from a embedded name. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar contents on piano.io 1 of 12 Add Missing Sink Storage If You Bathroom Vanity Doesn't Come With a Shelf, install one of IKEA's super slender picture ledges. It will fit under just about any mirror, and offers a
comfortable place to styling the items that you use every day as your favorite perfume. See more on Yasam Steele's 2 of 12 Cleverly Create a Sink With Storage This Saladmaker (We Repeat: Salad bowl) sink. Pure genius? That's what we think. And as if this hack couldn't get any better, Vanity also had a lacquered
IKEA dresser. Get a tutorial on Berger-Porta 3 of 12 Using Kitchen Cabinets If we said this once, we said that a million (okay, 12) times: Don't limit the use of kitchen cabinets for cooking space. In bathrooms, these storage compartments are the perfect height for double vanity sinks. More on IKEA Hackers 4 of 12
Update Boring Furniture Nothing gives away that piece of furniture from IKEA faster than black and brown wood color. Here, the green finish goes on top, creating a vintage vibe that makes this piece look like it's one of a kind (and now it's a variety). See more on Golden Sycamore's 5 of the 12 Shop Hot Hair Tools
Here's an excuse to finally pick up that super-cheap kitchen utensil holder you've been eye-ing at IKEA for a while. It's just as handy in your bathroom for storing curling tongs and straightener. Just throw the hot tools into the container to cool off - and avoid nasty burns. More on this can be found at Polka Dot No. 6 of the
12 Keep Essentials Within Reach Trash RASKOG is without a doubt the most flexible IKEA product (it is useful in a serious every room). And in the bathroom? This is the most convenient way to make sure that toilet paper and fabrics are only at arm's length. See more on Lola's lark 7 of 12 Give make-up to the home
These pods like containers (named PLUGGIS system) attach to the wall, creating compartments to store make-up, brushes, and removal - it's basically wall vanity and saves tons of space. See more on Nicole Designs 8 of 12 Improved toilet paper holder by adding leather straps that hold a small wooden bar, BEKVAM
Spice Rack becomes a toilet paper dispenser that has a shelf on top for air fresheners - so your bathroom can be much bigger More on IKEA Hackers 9 of 12 Make Furniture Work Double-Duty 10 of 12 Turn the shelf into a towel holder This shelf staircase is often located in the living rooms, and looks elegantly holding
books and magazines - but in the bathroom it offers fine storage for clean towels and toilet paper. See more on Madame quirk 12 of 12 Pin It for later! Follow @housebeautiful on Pinterest. We have a small house, splashing out IKEA solutions. Our family room is a multi-purpose space where kids do their homework, play
with all sorts of legos, color, paint, etc. IKEA can make this space much more functional with useful storage for children's things, furniture more suited to space, and some good design. My site can be improved with some rugs, more BILLYs and FIRAs and some doors for my actual BILLYs. We buy at IKEA because we
like the look of these items and enjoy the price as well. So let's see how I managed to get myself a simple home office. IKEA has its own 3D planning software, but I prefer to use others that I'm more used to. However, any CAD software will do. So I start by measuring the place I want to fill. It is important to draw power
sources, TV/cable spot ... All. It is a good practice to draw a circle representing the person and move it all around just to check if it is possible to move in the place that you are creating. I use a circle with a diameter of 60 cm. All labels here are in Portuguese though. Excuse me. But the office is basically a bunch of
shelves and two tables. Sure, I didn't end up there, but I prefer to buy things slowly to try them out before buying a bunch more. This way you can really know what you need. It is important to say that in your drawings, even when working with real sizes, the whole space seems to be bigger and the furniture is smaller.
Don't forget that you need a place to move. Imagine yourself with a big big crowd out there. Draw more circles. I'll talk more about my home office, but here's some simple research for the bedroom as well. The IKEA website is well organized and they have furniture measures there. Sweet...! Try different pieces of
furniture and different arrangements. Since my colored pallet was just black, gray and white it was easier to choose. So I just made a 2D plan. Okay, then you chose what you need and what you want (different things out there) and you've collected all the codes to make it easier to find them in the store. But don't forget
to double-check all the Expo there. Sometimes everything live differently. When leaving the store be sure to check the products they have at a lower price for the second section of the items of opportunity. Sometimes they just don't have the original package. Another way to look at them is that you're not going to any
assembly problems (just need a wagon to take it home). I live in an apartment without an elevator, so yes, I want to pay them to bring it home. If you cry a little they even transport these objects to the second possibility. Things you should have: BILLY (never enough) FIRA (never enough) glass on top of your desks to
have fun! Fun! ikea bordslampa knubbig
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